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Abstract 

A data warehouse is a relational/multidimensional database that is designed for query and analysis It usually contains historical 

data that is derived from transaction data. Data Warehouse is an important asset for organizations to maintain efficiency, 

profitability and competitive advantages. In an Organizations data from various source systems is collected which has degree of 

value and business relevance. Data Warehouses requires a blend of business intuitiveness and technical skills. As data warehouse 

design is the one time process all future requirements and expansion have to be predicted in advance to design it.Data 

Warehousing is a leading technology for data processing and centrally maintaining it for analysis, report generation and decision 

making in industries and organizations. This paper presents a methodology to build a data warehouse for Smart Electric Meters 

and then extract and analyze various parameters. The proposed system will work as follows:The meter reading process will be 

automated eliminating need to send someone personally for reading the meter which will ensure more accurate billing. 

Electricity usage and related factors of each consumer will be noted by the meter at frequency of 30 minutes which gives total 48 

readings for each consumer per day. This daily file will be sent to the server for further processing. Pricing of Electricity will be 

done differently for peak and off-peak hours by lowering the rates at off-peak hours. This will help to shape up the demand curve 

of electricity by averaging out the usage over the time. Analysis of historical data will be used to estimate load shading 

requirement, power consumption, effective utilization, lowering the individual bill amount, Consumer level analysis and so 

on.Proposed methodology for Smart Electric Meter Application: 1. Build a Data warehouse: Schema, Tables (Referential 

Integrity)2. Generate Sample source files3. Perform validity check for data cleansing 4. ETL processing on raw data: Apply 

business rules on data5. Analyze the Data, Generate Bills 6. Conclusion 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the organizations use Information Systems to implement their most important processes. As time goes by, these 

organizations produce a lot of data related to their business, but the data is not integrated. This data has to be stored and 

processed in a central repository called Data warehouse and then used for decisions making by top managers, authorities based 

on historical facts stored in it. Data warehouse must be protected from any non-authorized alteration or loss of data. 

Paper [1] explores the factors influencing perceptions of data warehousing process maturity and identifies component tasks for a 

data warehouse project. Data warehousing, like software development, is a process, which can be expressed in terms of 

components such as artifacts and workflows. 

Paper [2] proposes that the designs of a data warehouse must take into account the existence of data update options. This 

approach helps decrease the update time between the transactional and analytical systems and reduces hardware resources 

required to keep acceptable data update for the environments at issue. 

Paper [3] proposes the ISPC framework which is composed of two functions: interim summarization and incremental learning. 

Interim summarization has been used in the past work for the data analysis [5]. In ISPC, this feature generates online digests of 

selected segments of the data stream based on accumulation in a data warehouse. The incremental learning feature of the ISPC 

framework is implemented by the IPCL algorithm.  

Considering recent development in this field we design a data warehouse for Smart Electricity Meter and try to extract electric 

meter readings on regular intervals from various sources, Transform the data and Load it in the data warehouse. Also maintain 

Historical Data and perform analysis and report generation. 

 Smart Electric Meter: A.

Is a meter by which electricity providers can read the meter once every 15 minutes rather than once a month. This eliminates the 

need to send someone for meter reading, Also as the meter is read once every fifteen minutes, consumers can track their 

electricity usage themselves. If electricity is priced differently for peak and off-peak hours, consumers will be encouraged to use 

more electricity in off-peak hours which would 1) result in lower bill 2) it can be used to shape the demand curve during peak 
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hours, eliminating the need for creating additional generating capacity just to meet peak demand 3) this saves the investment in 

generating capacity and natural resources. In addition to it we divide 24 hours of a day into 4 slots: 

 S1 00.01hrs-06.00hrs  

 S2  06.01hrs-12.00hrs  

 S3  12.01hrs-18.00hrs  

 S4  18.01hrs-24.00hrs 

Design different rate to each slot by offering cheaper rates at below-avg-consumption-time slot and higher rates for above-

avg-consumption-time slots. Observe the change in usage curve and electricity bill of each consumer. 

The total electricity bill depends on various factors like Tariff, Penalty charges, Discounts, Fuel Surcharge, Government Tax and 

so on. Table 1 shows the tariff per unit: 
Table - 1 

Slab wise Tariff 

Sr.No Tariff Category Region Slab Per Unit Charges in Rs 

1 
Domestic 

(LT) 
Rural 

0-30 

31-100 

101-200 

Abv 200 

2.60 

3.70 

4.95 

5.75 

2 
Domestic 

(LT) 
Urban 

0-30 

31-100 

101-200 

Abv 200 

2.70 

4.00 

5.25 

6.25 

3 
Domestic 

(HT) 

Rural/ 

Urban 

 

-------- 
5.30 

4 
Commercial 

(LT) 
Rural 

<50 

Abv 50 

6.25 

7.25 

5 
Commercial 

(LT) 
Urban 

<50 

Abv 50 

6.75 

7.75 

6 
Commercial 

(HT) 
Rural 

< 50 

Abv 50 

6.65 

7.65 

7 
Commercial 

(HT) 
Urban 

< 50 

Abv 50 

6.95 

7.95 

8 Industrial ------- 
<500 

Abv 500 

4.75 

5.85 

Table - 2 

Slot wise Tariff 

Sr.No. Tariff_Code S1 S2 S3 S4 

1 DOMULT 2.5 4.85 5.85 3.7 

2 DOMRLT 2.4 4.5 5.35 3.4 

3 DOMHT 3.5 5.5 6.5 4.5 

4 COMULT 5 6.75 7.5 6.45 

5 COMRLT 4.5 6.25 7 6 

6 COMUHT 5.5 7.25 8 6.95 

7 COMRHT 5 6.75 6.5 6.5 

8 INDUST 5 5.75 7.25 6 

Table – 3 

Fixed Charges 

Sr.No Category Phase Type 
Base Charge 

In  Rs 

1 Domestic Single Rural 25 

2 Domestic Three Rural 40 

3 Domestic Single Urban 40 

4 Domestic Three Urban 60 

5 Commercial Single Rural 100 

6 Commercial Three Rural 125 

7 Commercial Single Urban 150 

8 Commercial Three Urban 200 

9 Industrial Three R/U 10000 

Power Factor: Electrical power factor is defined as cosine of phase difference between voltage and current.  

PF = Cos α = Active Power / Apparent Power 

Ideal PF is Cos 0 = 1 in case of purely resistive loads. But PF 0f .85 lagging is acceptable. Maintaining power factor is very 

important. If it drops below 0.85 then penalty is charged against that consumer. 
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Fuel Surcharges: Tariff structure of electricity has to be fixed for 2 to 3 years while cost of electricity generation varies every 

month because of rate change of fuel in the market. Fuel surcharge captures this change in cost of generation of electricity. 

Surcharge is applied for per unit.  

Fixed Charges: Irrespective of number of unit consumption each consumer has to pay some fixed charges per month 

depending on the category, phase and type of supply. Following table shows the fixed base rates of a connection. 

II. DATA WAREHOUSING 

In [6] Data Warehousing is defined as "a subject oriented, integrated, time variant, nonvolatile collection of data in support of 

management's decision making process". 

1) Subject-oriented: Data is organized according to subject instead of application. The data organized by subject obtains 

only the information necessary for the decision support processing. 

2) Non-volatile: A data warehouse is always a physically separate store of data, which is transformed from application data 

found in the appropriate environment. The data are not updated or changed in any way once they enter the data 

warehouse, but are only loaded, refreshed and accessed   for queries. 

3) Time-varying: Data are stored in a data warehouse to provide a historical perspective. Every key structure in the data 

warehouse contains, implicitly or explicitly an element of time. 

4) Integrated: A data warehouse is usually constructed by integrating multiple heterogeneous sources 

 
Fig. 1: OLTP vs OLAP 

In general we can assume that OLTP systems provide source data to data warehouses, whereas OLAP systems help to analyse 

it.  

 
Fig. 2: Data warehouse Architecture 

OLTP (On-line Transaction Processing) is characterized by a large number of short on-line transactions (INSERT, UPDATE, 

and DELETE). The main emphasis for OLTP systems is put on very fast query processing, maintaining data integrity in multi-

access environments and an effectiveness measured by number of transactions per second. In OLTP database there is detailed 

and current data, and schema used to store transactional databases is the entity model (usually 3NF).  

 

http://datawarehouse4u.info/OLTP-vs-OLAP.html
http://datawarehouse4u.info/OLTP-vs-OLAP.html
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OLAP (On-line Analytical Processing) is characterized by relatively low volume of transactions. Queries are often very 

complex and involve aggregations. For OLAP systems a response time is an effectiveness measure. OLAP applications are 

widely used by Data Mining techniques. In OLAP database there is aggregated, historical data, stored in multi-dimensional 

schemas (usually star schema). 

Data warehouses get their data from multiple OLTP sources like Flat Files, DBMS, Web based applications, HTML files etc. 

This data from various sources is staged and processed applying business rules and stored in a central repository called a Data 

warehouse. Later using Business Intelligence tools this data is made available to end users in the form of charts, tables, graphs 

etc. The size of a Data Warehouse varies from 10GB to 30TB. Data warehouses maintain the historical data, but depending on 

applications requirement irrelevant ancient data is archived to maintain the warehouse size and improve its performance. 

1) Meta data: It serves to identify the contents and location of data in the warehouse. Metadata is a bridge between the data 

warehouse and the decision support application. 

 
Fig. 3: Data Flow 

2) Data Cleansing: It is the process of cleansing or validating the data brought from multiple sources. The sources may be 

invalid for reasons more than one. The data might also have become invalid because of improper manual feeding done 

at the OLAP level. 

3) Data Marts: They contain summarized data of the warehouses and referred as High Performance Query Structures. They 

contain Materialized views and Special Indexes. In some business these data marts may be maintained within the 

warehouse, whereas in some others they are maintained as apart of the warehouses. 

 
Fig. 4: Dimension and Fact model of meter environment 

III. TOOLS 

Data warehouse: Oracle 11g 

ETL: Informatica Power Centre 9.5.1 

Reporting: OBIEE/MarvelIT 

http://datawarehouse4u.info/OLTP-vs-OLAP.html
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

Proposed methodology for Smart Electricity Meter Application: 

1) Build a Data warehouse  

2) Generate Sample/Dummy files of customers and their electricity usage. 

3) Perform validity check for data cleansing and then ETL processing on row data to store it   it in warehouse 

4) Analyse the data and generate the reports for parameters like peak-hour electricity consumption, Average electricity 

usage of the customer etc. 

 
Fig. 5: Process Flow Diagram 

V. RESULTS 

 Sample Consumer_Daily.Csv File: A.

 

 Bill Comparison by Slab Wise and Slot Wise Bill Generation Method: B.
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 Maximum Demand and Average Demand of Electricity by Each Customer: C.

 

 Meter Information of Each Client: D.

 

 Average Unit Consumption per Consumer per Day: E.

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed technique of smart meters has following advantages. 

 Electricity Supplier’s Perspective: A.

1) It will eliminate the requirement of personally collecting the meter data by visiting each consumer which  will save the 

man power as well as bring more accuracy. 

2) The demand curve of the electricity will be averaged down leading to lesser generation requirement.  

3) Analyzing maximum, average demand per user per day/month, Area wise load-usage analysis, Adjustments of load-

shading will be easier and beneficial. 

 Consumer’s Perspective: B.

1) Each consumer will be able to monitor their consumption on daily/hourly basis.  

2) Consumer can compare the usage of previous months 
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